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Allen Institute viral tracing
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Want:
 

A cell-type-specific, layer-specific “project-ome”
Across many regions (centimeters)

With enough spatial resolution to see down to the dendritic compartment level, 
e.g., apical vs. basal vs. soma on a pyramidal neuron

Which cell types connect to which, statistically, on which dendritic structures

Molecular annotations indicating cell and synapse types

+ the option of doing dense or mixed sparse-dense connectomics across 
multiple connected areas

Levels of structure in neuroanatomy



Levels of structure in neuroanatomy
Q: how to design a neuroanatomical 
technology around these goals?Want:

 
A cell-type-specific, layer-specific “project-ome”

Across many regions (centimeters)

With enough spatial resolution to see down to the dendritic compartment level, 
e.g., apical vs. basal vs. soma on a pyramidal neuron

Which cell types connect to which, statistically, on which dendritic structures

Molecular annotations indicating cell and synapse types

+ the option of doing dense or mixed sparse-dense connectomics across 
multiple connected areas



DNA Barcodes via Bulk Sequencing

G ACCG G ATA A TAG AC AT TG C

G A ACC AG G T T A ACC AT TG AG

G AC TG ATCG G AG C TG A AT T C

Sequencing
Library

Zador lab
BOINC

Connectivity
Matrix



error-rates should be ~independent of distance

~Distance-independent error rates



Ndigital 4 color microscopy

4-color imaging step biochemistry step

... N cycles
(read one letter of 

RNA at a time, 
sequentially)

=



Fluorescent In-Situ RNA Sequencing (FISSEQ):

Ndigital 4 color microscopy



Fluorescent In-Situ RNA Sequencing (FISSEQ):

digital 4 color microscopyN



In-situ readout of Zador barcodes

Zador lab + ReadCoor Inc

2-color sequencing via low-res wide-field microscopy 
of 14 micron mouse brain tissue slice

Barcodes filling neuron somas... imaged at low-res



In-Situ Barcodes + Synapse Marker (low spatial res)
[Difficult due to dense packing of synapses]

DNA Barcodes via Bulk Sequencing
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[Difficult due to dense packing of synapses]
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In-Situ Barcodes + Synapse Marker (low spatial res)
[Difficult due to dense packing of synapses]

DNA Barcodes via Bulk Sequencing

Synapse resolvability vs. 
spatial resolution:
Yuriy Mishchenko, 2011



Ways to achieve single-synapse resolution optically, circa 2014

Array
Tomography
(Smith,
Micheva)

“MixSeq”
(Vaughan,
Zador, 
Paninski)

Lee, 
Daugharty,
Church
2014

Practical
for large 
3D tissue?



Expansion Microscopy (ExM)

Chen*, Tillberg*, Boyden



Expansion Microscopy (ExM)

Chen*, Tillberg*, Boyden

Gel anchoring followed by proteolysis enables uniform expansion!



no expansion 4.5x linear expansion

same microscope: a fast, diffraction-limited confocal
Boyden and Cai labs

Expansion Microscopy (ExM)



Some very preliminary
manual tracing using VAST

1x 3x2x 4x 5x 10x 20x
Synapses at different levels of ExM expansion (simulated):

Simulation based on Kasthuri et al published dataset
Color indicates cell of origin

Jeremy Wohlwend (Boyden Lab)

1x real Bassoon/Homer 4.5x real Bassoon/Homer

Expansion Microscopy (ExM)

Pre/Post

4.5x ExM



In-Situ Barcodes + Synapse Marker (low spatial res)

In-Situ Barcodes + Synapse Marker (< 100 nm res)

[Difficult due to dense packing of synapses]

[Expansion Microscopy + Barcodes + In-Situ Sequencing]
Impact: Easy to resolve synapses, sample becomes transparent

Combine with sparse tracing to validate connectivity inferences from barcodes

Zador + Church + Boyden labs

DNA Barcodes via Bulk Sequencing



FISSEQ-ExM

Shahar Alon, Fei Chen (Boyden Lab), Evan Daugharthy (Church Lab)



FISSEQ-ExM
mouse hippocampal slice

4.5x expansion
  A   T    C   G

Ba
se

Shahar Alon, Dan Goodwin (Boyden Lab)



FISSEQ-ExM of Zador barcodes in mouse brain tissue!

Richie Kohman (Wyss) + Zador lab barcoded slice + Boyden lab ExSEQ protocol input

widefield
low-mag

scope



FISSEQ-ExM of Zador barcodes in mouse brain tissue!

widefield
low-mag

scope

Richie Kohman (Wyss) + Zador lab barcoded slice + Boyden lab ExSEQ protocol input



FISSEQ-ExM of Zador barcodes in mouse brain tissue!

Richie Kohman (Wyss) + Zador lab barcoded slice + Boyden lab ExSEQ protocol input

confocal scope; dots = amplicons



ExM validation of ExM-FISSEQ-BOINC Connectivity

bc1 bc2

bc1

bc1

bc1

bc3

bc4

bc5

bc5

= synapsin

bc2

bc3



bc1 bc2

bc1

bc1

bc1

bc3

bc4

bc5

bc5

= synapsin

bc2

bc3

Our connectivity result:
2->1
5->4
3->1

ExM validation of ExM-FISSEQ-BOINC Connectivity



bc1 bc2

bc1

bc1

bc1

bc3

bc4

bc5

bc5

= synapsin

bc2

bc3

Reality

ExM validation of ExM-FISSEQ-BOINC Connectivity



bc1 bc2

bc1

bc1

bc1

bc3

bc4

bc5

bc5

= synapsin

bc2

bc3

What we’ll see with 
BrainBow + synapsin/PSD-95 + FISSEQ-ExM

ExM validation of ExM-FISSEQ-BOINC Connectivity



bc1 bc2

bc1
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bc1

bc3

bc4

bc5

bc5

= synapsin

bc2

bc3

What we’ll see with 
BrainBow + synapsin/PSD-95 + FISSEQ-ExM

ExM validation of ExM-FISSEQ-BOINC Connectivity



Simulating the IARPA pipeline (idealized)

base 1 base 2 base 2 + sparse
          GFP

red/green = base 2
white = synapse stain
blue = sparse morpho

red/green/blue/white = base 2red/green/blue/white = base 1

Jeremy Wohlwend (Boyden Lab)



Simulating the IARPA pipeline (idealized)

with some non-synaptic amplicons

red/green = base 0
white = synapse stain
blue = sparse morpho

Jeremy Wohlwend (Boyden Lab)



FISSEQ-ExM of Zador barcodes in mouse brain tissue!

Richie Kohman (Wyss) + Zador lab barcoded slice + Boyden lab ExSEQ protocol input

GFP + barcodes (proof of concept, low expansion level)



FISSEQ-ExM of Zador barcodes in mouse brain tissue!

GFP + barcodes (proof of concept, low expansion level)

Richie Kohman (Wyss) + Zador lab barcoded slice + Boyden lab ExSEQ protocol input



Remaining issues:
Efficiency of synaptic labeling with barcodes

Are all synapses and synapse types targeted?

With finite FISSEQ efficiency, need >1 RNA per synapse

Proposed solution:

Don’t rely on synaptic tagging at all
Instead target, e.g., membrane, mitochondria, ER, cytosol

Increase resolution, then combine barcoding and tracing
w/ Ed Boyden



In-Situ Barcodes + Synapse Marker (low spatial res)
[Difficult due to dense packing of synapses?]

Impact: Barcodes can error-correct tracing, train tracing, or be seeds for flood-filling

In-Situ Barcodes + Synapse Marker + Morphology 
(~20-30 nm spatial res, possibly better)

[20x Expansion Microscopy + Barcodes + In-Situ Sequencing]

In-Situ Barcodes + Synapse Marker (< 100 nm res)
[Expansion Microscopy + Barcodes + In-Situ Sequencing]

DNA Barcodes via Bulk Sequencing



1x 4x

20x

Chang et al 2017

ExM morphology
Resolution

300 nm / 20 ~ 15 nm

Empirically:
~26 nm resolution on a 
diffraction-limited 
optical microscope

This includes 
contributions from 
DNA linkers 
attached to 
antibodies as well as 
gel inhomogeneity.



Chang et al 2017

ExM morphology



Chang et al 2017

ExM morphology
20x



Chang et al 2017

ExM morphology
20x



Barcodes as error-correction / guiding of tracing

Young Gyu Yoon, Peilun Dai, Jeremy Wohlwend, J-B Chang et al.  2017

Some very preliminary
manual tracing using VAST

image-> boundary probability map -> oversegmentation -> merged segmentation

Use barcodes to guide merge operations

simulation
of ExM based

on EM 
ground-truth



Some very preliminary
manual tracing using VAST

real

simulated

Young Gyu Yoon, Peilun Dai, Jeremy Wohlwend, J-B Chang et al.  2017

Barcodes as error-correction / guiding of tracing



Some very preliminary
manual tracing using VAST

Young Gyu Yoon, Peilun Dai, Jeremy Wohlwend, J-B Chang et al.  2017

Barcodes as error-correction / guiding of tracing



Some very preliminary
manual tracing using VAST

This simulation study shows a proof of concept that 
barcode information can be used to guide local tracing

But:
Barcodes are used only to guide local mergers of 
oversegments / supervoxels 

whereas

their true strength is in global / long-range information

Young Gyu Yoon, Peilun Dai, Jeremy Wohlwend, J-B Chang et al.  2017

Barcodes as error-correction / guiding of tracing
image-> boundary probability map -> oversegmentation -> merged segmentation

Use barcodes to guide merge operations



Barcodes as seeds for flood-filling networks?

Use identified barcodes as seed pixels: 
converts segmentation from global to local problem

w/ Ed Boyden



What kinds of experiments can we anticipate 
doing w/ optics, ExM, and in-situ barcoding?

Whole brain in-situ cell-type-ome (in-situ single-cell transcriptomics)

Whole brain optical project-ome w/ molecular cell type annotations
~2x ExM of entire mouse brain

“Whole brain inputs to single neuron”
4x ExM of a single neuron

+ fast ~micron-resolution light-sheet imaging of rest of the brain
    (e.g., Tomer et al light-sheet of CLARITY whole mouse brain in hours)

Sparse (e.g., random 1% of neurons, or between a set of specific cell types) optical 
connectome spanning multiple regions, e.g., a cortical region and its corresponding “specific 
thalamus” region (w/ or w/o molecular annotation)

Dense connectome (w/ or w/o molecular annotation)

Combinations with “bulk” (i.e., Zador MAPseq) sequencing of barcodes for even-higher 
throughput at the cost of coarser spatial resolution in some areas

+ diverse other possibilities, e.g., in-situ barcoded CRISPR-based cell lineage tree, synaptome, …

Examples:





~$100M:



~$100M:



3D Tesselation Imaging: UMech Technologies, NIH SBIR 2016, 
fast 150 nm x 150 nm x 150 nm isotropic-resolution optical imaging of transparent 
(e.g., ExM, CLARITY) specimens

~$100M:



Connectivity
Development
Expression RNA Transcripts  +

DNA-barcoded Antibodies

FISSEQ
(Lee et al 2014)

The “Rosetta Brain” integration project

(in-vivo-generated)
Cell Barcodes 
(update 1x per division)

+

ExM
(Chen et al 2014)

Activity
Behavior (short & long-range)



Connectivity
Development
Expression RNA Transcripts  +

DNA-barcoded Antibodies

FISSEQ
(Lee et al 2014)

The “Rosetta Brain” integration project

(in-vivo-generated)
Cell Barcodes 
(update 1x per division)

+

ExM
(Chen et al 2014)

Activity
Behavior (short & long-range)

Optical + fluidic observatory 
enables this approach at scale



+ JB Chang
+ Louis Kang
+ Young-Gyu Yoon
+ Peilun Dai
+ Jeremy Wohlwend

David Markowitz (IARPA)

+ David Rolnick
+ Sam Rodriques

ExSEQ of barcodes data by Richie Kohman w/ Zador and Boyden labs

3DTI: 
Michael Mermelstein & 
Cam Abnet (UMech)


